Anti root word worksheet

Introduce, practice, and test a wide variety of prefixes with the use of Google Slides quizzes and a whole bunch of printables! The following prefixes are part of this resource: over-, pre-, re-, un- (Set 1), co-, fore-, mis-, tri- (Set 2), dis-, non-, sub-, trans- (Set 3), anti-, in-, inter-, semi- (Set 4), auto-, il-, micro-, and mono- (Set 5). Like what you see? Get the
FULL version HERE!For the entirety of this set, little to no prep is needed to get started. The following components are Reading, Writing In this language arts worksheet, your child practices adding the prefixes mis-, non-, ex-, co-, and anti- to root words to create new words. In English grammar, a root is a word or portion of a word from which other
words grow, usually through the addition of prefixes and suffixes. By learning root words, you can decipher unfamiliar words, expand your vocabulary, and become a better English speaker. Most words in the English language are based on words from ancient Greek and Latin. The root of the word "vocabulary," for example, is voc, a Latin root
meaning "word" or "name." This root also appears in such words as "advocacy," "convocation," "evocative," "vocal," and "vowel." By dissecting words such as these, etymologists can study how a word has evolved over time and tell us about the cultures they came from. In some cases, root words might be slightly transformed en route to becoming part
of words that we're familiar with. In the above example, "vowel" is a word that's clearly related to the voc root and its family of derivative words, and yet the "c" in "voc" is not present. There are several reasons for this sort of pattern, and the changes often depend on what language each individual word comes from, but it serves as a reminder that
not every word with the same root will look exactly the same. Root words are also useful for creating new words, especially in technology and medicine, where new innovations occur frequently. Think of the Greek root word tele, which means "far," and inventions that traverse long distances, such as the telegraph, telephone, and television. The word
"technology" itself is a combination of two other Greek root words, techne, meaning "skill" or "art," and logos, or "study." Because several modern languages share some of the same ancestor languages, it's not entirely uncommon for several related languages to share root words. For instance, the Latin root voc, described above, is shared by several
Romance languages. Connections between languages can be found in the shared roots between them, although one always has to be wary of false cognates - that is, words that sound like they have the same roots (and thus related meanings) but actually don't. The table below defines and illustrates 25 of the most common Greek roots. Root Meaning
Examples anti against antibacterial, antidote, antithesis ast(er) star asteroid, astronomy, astronaut auto self automatic, automate, autobiograph biblio book bibliography, bibliophile bio life biography, biology, biodegradable chrome color monochromatic, phytochrome chrono time chronic, synchronize, chronicle dyna power dynasty, dynamic, dynamite
geo earth geography, geology, geometry gno to know agnostic, acknowledge graph write autograph, graphic, demographic hydr water dehydrate, hydrant, hydropower kinesis movement kinetic, photokinesis log thought logic, apologize, analogy logos word, study astrology, biology, theologian narc sleep narcotic, narcolepsy path feel empathy,
pathetic, apathy phil love philosophy, bibliophile, philanthropy phon sound microphone, phonograph, telephone photo light photograph, photocopy, photon schem plan scheme, schematic syn together, with synthetic, photosynthesis tele far telescope, telepathy, television tropos turning heliotrope, tropical The table below defines and illustrates 25 of
the most common Latin roots. Root Meaning Examples ab to move away abstract, abstain, aversion acer, acri bitter acrid, acrimony, exacerbate aqu water aquarium, aquatic, aqualung audi hear audible, audience, auditorium bene good benefit, benign, benefactor brev short abbreviate, brief circ round circus, circulate dict say dictate, edict, dictionary
doc teach document, docile, doctrinal duc lead, make deduce, produce, educate fund bottom founder, foundation, funding gen to birth gene, generate, generous hab to have ability, exhibit, inhabit jur law jury, justice, justify lev to lift levitate, elevate, leverage luc, lum light lucid, illuminate, translucent manu hand manual, manicure, manipulate mis,
mit send missile, transmit, permit omni all omnivorous, omnipotent, omniscent pac peace pacify, pacific, pacifist port carry export, import, important quit silent, restive tranquil, requiem, acquit scrib, script to write script, proscribe, describe sens to feel sensitive, sentient, resent terr earth terrain, territory, extraterrestrial tim to fear timid, timorous
vac empty vacuum, vacate, evacuate vid, vis to see video, vivid, invisible Understanding the meanings of the common word roots can help us deduce the meanings of new words that we encounter. But be careful: root words can have more than one meaning as well as various shades of meaning. In addition, words that look similar may derive from
different roots. In addition, a handful of root words can stand on their own as whole words in and of themselves. This list includes words such as photo, kinesis, chrome, port, and script. Words like this tend to have related meanings on their own, then can also act as roots for longer, more complex words. In English grammar and morphology, a root is
a word or word element (in other words, a morpheme) from which other words grow, usually through the addition of prefixes and suffixes. Also called a root word. In Greek and Latin Roots (2008), T. Rasinski et al. define root as "a semantic unit. This simply means that a root is a word part that means something. It is a group of letters with meaning."
From the Old English, "root"Examples and Observations "Latin is the most common source of English root words; Greek and Old English are the two other major sources."Some root words are whole words and others are word parts. Some root words have become free morphemes and can be used as separate words, but others cannot. For instance,
cent comes from the Latin root word centum, meaning hundred. English treats the word as a root word that can be used independently and in combination with affixes, as in century, bicentennial and centipede. The words cosmopolitan, cosmic and microcosm come from the Greek root word kosmos, meaning universe; cosmos is also an independent
root word in English." (Gail Tompkins, Rod Campbell, David Green, and Carol Smith, Literacy for the 21st Century: A Balanced Approach. Pearson Australia, 2015) "Because a root tells us more about the meaning of a word than anything else, the first thing we ask about a complex word is often: What is its root? Often a complex word has more than
one root, as in blackbird. . . ."In our native and nativized vocabulary, roots can usually appear as independent words, for which reason they are called free morphs. This makes it particularly easy to find the roots of words like black-bird, re-fresh, and book-ish-ness. In Latin and Greek, roots most often do not occur as separate words: they are bound
morphs, meaning they can only appear when tied to other components. For example, the root of concurrent is curr 'run.' which is not an independent word in English or even in Latin."(Keith Denning, Brett Kessler, and William R. Leben. English Vocabulary Elements, 2nd ed. Oxford University Press, 2007) "Complex words typically consist of a root
morpheme and one or more affixes. The root constitutes the core of the word and carries the major component of its meaning. Roots typically belong to a lexical category, such as noun, verb, adjective, or preposition. . . . Unlike roots, affixes do not belong to a lexical category and are always bound morphemes. For example, the affix -er is a bound
morpheme that combines with a verb such as teach, giving a noun with the meaning 'one who teaches.'"(William O'Grady, et al., Contemporary Linguistics: An Introduction, 4th ed. Bedford/St. Martin's, 2001) "[M]orphologically simple words, which contain only a single root morpheme, may be compared to morphologically complex words which
contain at least one free morpheme and any number of bound morphemes. Thus, a word like 'desire' may be defined as a root morpheme constituting a single word. 'Desirable,' by contrast, is complex, combining a root morpheme with the bound morpheme '-able.' More complex again is 'undesirability' which comprises one root and three bound
morphemes: un+desire+able+ity. Notice also how, in complex words of this sort, the spelling of the root may be altered to conform to the bound morphemes around it. Thus, 'desire' becomes 'desir-' while 'beauty' will be transformed into 'beauti-' in the formation of 'beautiful' and of the increasingly complex 'beautician.'" (Paul Simpson, Language
Through Literature: An Introduction. Routledge, 1997) ROOT base, stem Teacher Tips I have always used root words as a quick class opener. I have even used them when my school sprang for the Sadlier-Oxford books as the two work well together. Forty years ago, way back at Millwood, my first school, the teachers developed a list of root words as
part of a comprehensive 7-12 vocabulary program. We divided this extensive list of roots between grade levels and expected kids to be taught and to master about 50 at every grade level. Of course, that means each kid had at least 300 major roots in head by graduation. For my part, now that I am no longer part of a compre-hensive system, I went
with a core 120 roots broken into 10-root sets in My Root Sets. I teach them very simply, taking only a few minutes a day. I write two or three on the board every day and we brainstorm derivatives. If the students don't suggest enough words, I always have several for each root that I mention. The students use a Derivatives Worksheet to record at
least three words that use the root. Then when we cover ten roots, I test them over those ten. I am very proud of the Root Word Tests since I use a big list of roots that I call My Root Dictionary. I construct tests using words we did NOT discuss in class. The definitions used on the matching test always include the meaning of the root. So...students can
make a 100% on the test over words they have never seen before, just by knowing the roots. Very empowering, as it gives students the ability to figure words out. The students tell me that knowing roots consciously is very helpful on the ACT and SAT. Useful Websites English-Word Information is a searchable site with extensive words and definitions
for hundreds of roots. Many of the words also include histories and lengthy explanations. Learn That Word is a quick reference to more than 350 Roots, with at least one example for each and a good reference for Suffixes as well. Online Etymology Dictionary is not exactly about root words, but sometimes useful in figuring out how the root got
embedded in the word in the first place. Teacher Resources Instant Vocabulary by Ida Ehrlich -- Organized around259 keys to word building, this book is an amazing resource if you want to teach root words to your students. Each key is a root, prefix, or suffix for which Ehrlich provides 20 examples showing how the key is used in word building.
@Amazon Check out Neo below: English Vocabulary Quick Reference by Roger Crutchfield -- organized differently and is part of a comprehensive program he offers, but is also more extensive than the above book. Both work well together. @Amazon Dictionary of Word Roots and Combining Forms by Donald J. Borror -- I'm not sure how or why, but
extensive resource available free online. Downloadble copy in extensive DropBox files available to $25.00 donors The Word Within The Word by Michael Clay Thompson -- This extensive program covers 500 roots and includes activities and tests for three different volumes. Though intended to start in sixth grade, the materials work well even with
seniors. @own website
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